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Word as Weapon: Visual Culture and
Contemporary American Indian Poetry
Dean Rader
The Universityof San Francisco
Poetry is revolutionary.It must be to survive.
-Lance Henson (Cheyenne)
I

In Sherman Alexie's novel Indian Killer, Marie Polotkin, a
Spokane college student, explains to her Wannabe-Indianprofessor, for whom the Ghost Dance stands as a "beautiful, and ultimately desperate act," that Wovoka's vision was more than mere
"symbolism"and "metaphoricalbeauty": "Don't you see? If the
Ghost Dance had worked, you wouldn't be here. You'd be dust"
(313). Indeed,though the Ghost Dance was not createdas an act of
violence, it was clear to its followers that this combinationdance,
chant, and religion would likely result in "white people and their
culture be[ing] destroyed by a natural cataclysm" (Mooney viii).
From the Ghost Dance to the Mayan power song "They Came
from the East"to the Iroquois's anti-Anglo spell "Magic Formula"
to the Yana's "Curseon People that Wish One Ill," Native communities have invested in language the ability to control identity
and destiny. As scholarand linguist John Bierhorstargues, the "belief that words in themselves have the power to make things happen. . . is one of the distinguishing features of native American

thought" (3). When Wovoka and his followers performed the
Ghost Dance, they trusted that their singing would "make things
happen." If words, performative language, could reach their full
potential, then, like a great spell, the unified chorus of Indians
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would be able to act as an invertedYahweh: they would speak all
white people out of being.
The ghost dance is a provocative vision of resistance, and it
stands as a complex example of how Native Americans see language as a viable weapon to protect cultural identity and sovereignty. When physical resistance is implausible, linguistic resistance becomes necessary;stories can be told about the white devil,
power songs sung, spells invented, and myths constructed. Not
surprisingly,Native American communities have emerged with a
relationship to language most contemporaryAnglos do not and
cannot understand.That so many Chippewa, Choctaw, Laguna,
Navajo, Cherokee, Modoc, Creek, and countless other clans and
communitiesproduceimportantpoets is not a fluke. It is life.
To sustainthe transformativepower of chargedoral expression,
writers from these clans, communities,tribes, and nations have, in
the latterpart of this century, turnedto the lyric poem as a mode
of both connection and resistance. Like its oral ancestor, the lyric
has always sought the dual catalyzationof author and reader but
has not really cultivated a reputationas a welcome space for protest or resistance, especially in the United States. While lyric poetry in English has not been without its private contrivances or
tropes of conquest, for the most part its ontology has been one of
engagement. In its essence, the lyric project seeks relation and
transformation,as Edward Hirsch rightly notes: "[r]eadingpoetry
is an act of reciprocity,and one of the great tasks of the lyric is to
bring us into right relationship with each other" (4). For Native
writers, poetry not only functions as a relationship but also as
something sacred and powerful that transformsreality for author,
reader,and the communities of both. In fact, in her recent book on
contemporaryAmerican Indian poetry, Robin Riley Fast echoes
Hirsch, arguingthat Native writersengage in a dialogic poetry that
modifies the world for both speakerand listener, writerand reader.
Accordingto Fast, this "dialogic exchange"enacts a "conceptintegral to Native oral cultures-that of language's efficacy, its power
to change the world" (214). Throughthe unusual and provocative
conflation of public and private significations, performativepowers, and subtexts of relation and confrontation,the contemporary
American Indian poem has become a truly unique and effective
form of simultaneousengagementand resistance.
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In the following pages, I look at poems by three contemporary
Native writers-Louise Erdrich (Chippewa), Sherman Alexie
(Spokane/Coeurd'Alene), and Wendy Rose (Hopi/Miwoc)-in an
attemptto understandhow recent American Indianwriters use the
lyric poem as a mode of resistancethat also participatesin the cultural history of Native oral discourse. Like the Ghost Dance and
other power songs, the American Indianlyric poem functions as a
weapon of contention, revolution, and continuation.However, the
world has changed and so has the battleground.There are not so
many Trails of Tears or Sand Creeks in late twentieth-century
America. The site of cultural colonialism and erasurehas shifted
from the empty expanse of the West to the empty expanses of television and movie screens. Where place names and laws and raids
robbedIndiansof culturalidentitya hundredyears ago, so too have
Westerns, team mascots, comics, Tonto, and other caricaturesstolen Native cultural identity and sovereignty. Contemporaryvisual
culture,movies and television in particular,have erected identities
for them. So effective has the modem media been in altering how
Indians see themselves that many Native writers talk about growing up sympathizing with cowboys and ridiculing the Cheyenne
and Arapaho.According to Ward Churchill(Creek/CherokeeMetis), "North American indigenous peoples have been reduced in
terms of cultural identity within the popular consciousnessthrough a combination of movie treatments,television programming and distortiveliterature-to a point where the general public
perceives them as extinct for all practicalpurposes"(239). If Indians appear laughable and inferior to themselves and invisible to
Anglos, then the impendingthreatof culturalabsence may require
a remedyconsonantwith the prescience of the Ghost Dance.
In response to these assaults, Erdrich,Alexie, and Rose turnthe
lyric into what I see as sites of engaged resistance:their poems resist the imperialcolonizing thrustof contemporaryculturethrough
participationin it. Their inventive use of the lyric transformsboth
public and private discourses and allows them not only to counter
prevailingestablishmentsof identitybut also to tell who they are in
their own words. They resist cultural erasure by attacking those
armamentsdesigned to annihilatetheir ability to speak themselves
into being; yet, throughthe lyric poem they recoup the performa-
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tive energies of the oral traditionand engage both Anglo and Native discourse.
In the remainderof this essay, I examine how these Native writers turn to the lyric as a means of engaged resistance.I begin with
Erdrich's"DearJohn Wayne,"in which she takes on the metanarrative of Wayne and the Westernby directly challenging his metonymic image. For her, Wayne's ubiquitouspresence mirrorsthe totalizing gestures of Manifest Destiny. Wayne and his smile are also
happy fodder for Alexie in "My Heroes Have Never Been Cowboys," as is Fred Astaire and Anglo entitlement in his hilarious
poem "Owl Dancing with Fred Astaire."In these texts, Alexie defies Hollywood typecasting by contextualizing Indian reality and
Hollywood fantasy. Wendy Rose's means of engaged resistance
not only takes a much different tone than those of Erdrich and
Alexie, but it also takes place in an entirely different space: Star
Trek's holodeck. Here, Rose inverts media machinery,transforming it into a space that enables performativelanguage. My goal is
to demonstratethat while each poet entersinto his or her own form
of resistance, they are united throughtheir desires to inhabit both
popular culture and Native culture. Thus, these moments of engaged resistance are not only actions but re-enactions of language's ability to transformthe writer,the reader,and the mediated
spaces thatdetermineidentityand culturalcapital.
II
Resistance comes in many forms, including poetry. In works
like Simon Ortiz's (Acoma) From Sand Creek, the text of the
poem is inexorably connected with the all-too-clearly-writtentext
of history and violence. Ortiz organizes his book of poems around
the massacreof Sand Creek. Each poem is accompaniedby an explanationthat explores the varianttraumasof the Sand Creek massacre; thus, each poem in the collection is tetheredto a particular
moment in history and to a specific geographical place. In her
poem to John Wayne, Erdrichpicks up where Ortiz leaves off.
Where the site of culturalimperialismand eradicationin the nineteenth centurywas Sand Creek, in the twentieth centurythat space
is the movie screen.
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"Dear John Wayne," is perhaps the most famous poem from
Erdrich'sfirst book, Jacklight (1984) and arguablythe most wellknown poem by any Native writer.Erdrichpositions herself as one
of us; she becomes a member of the audience, approachinga John
Wayne movie from the outside, just as we approach her poem:
"August and the drive-in picture is packed. / We lounge on the
hood of the Pontiac"(12). Like Erdrich,we find ourselves waiting
for the text before us to unfold, wondering what it might have in
store for us. Not surprisingly,the text Erdrich confronts is quite
different than the one before us since Erdrichand her Chippewa
friends are aboutto watch a John Wayne western at the local drivein. The poem, in the form of a letter, weaves dialogue from
Wayne's character(always in italics) into the text of the letter itself, so thatnot even Erdrich'stext escapes Wayne's influence.
Wayne's imposition onto Erdrich's text mirrors the ways in
which Erdrichand her friends are unable to escape the culture and
technology that Wayne's image embodies, just as her ancestors
could not elude the drive for culturaldominationthat broughtthe
white settlers, and, by extension, Wayne and the cinema to Chippewa territoryin the first place:
Thedrumbreaks.Therewill be no parlance.
Onlythe arrowswhining,a death-cloudof nerves
swarmingdownon the settlers
who die beautifully,tumblinglike dustweeds
intothehistorythatbroughtus all here
together:this wide screenbeneaththe sign of the bear.
(9)

Troubledby the merciless arrivalof both physical violence carried
by the settlers and culturalviolence carriedby the drive-in screen
that stretches across both earth and sky, Erdrichlinks the ontology
of the Western to its roots in Anglo dominationand Native subordination.
Thesky fills, acresof bluesquintandeye
thatthe crowdcheers.His facemovesoverus,
a thickcloudof vengeance,pitted
likethe landthatwas once flesh.Eachrut,
eachscarmakesa promise:It is
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not over, thisfight, not as long as you resist.
Everythingwe see belongs to us. (9)

Sneakier, lovelier, the film only causes the spillage of beer, not
blood; still, it remainsclear that the past is the present.The fight is
never over.
Like Rose in her poem about the Holodeck and Alexie in his
poem about Fred Astaire and the Owl Dance, Erdrich confronts
some troublingissues regardingthe enigmaticrelationshipbetween
mass communication, culture, and art. The words that Wayne
speaks are words of eradication,removal. Of course, Erdrich'sdescriptionof the wrathof the white settlerson the pagan Indiansnot
only finds resonance in many Biblical narrativesbut was seemingly justified by scripture. Laurence Goldstein makes a similar
observation:"The phrase, 'His face moves over us,' adaptedfrom
the opening of Genesis, suggests a godlike figure of vengeance and
wrath, punishing the infidels by firepower and by denial of the
blessing needed for redemptionin his new Zion" (204). Indeed,the
elevated language in the poem and the finality of Wayne's phrases
creates a sense of holiness and supremacy.
Not surprisingly,Wayne's culturalapotheosis in America is not
lost on Alexie either. In stanza eight of "My Heroes Have Never
Been Cowboys," Alexie's brother seems to equate Wayne's cultural omnipotence with the cosmic equivalent: "Looking up into
the night sky, I asked my brotherwhat he thought God looked like
and he said, 'He probably looks like John Wayne"' (First Indian
102). Similarly, Victor and Thomas, the two main charactersin
Alexie's film, SmokeSignals, are also captivatedby Wayne's aura.
They even make up a song about him. Ironically, Victor's and
Thomas' song focuses on the fact that he never smiles; whereas
Erdrichis struck by his "horizon of teeth."' Indeed, the physical
characteristicsof Wayne's face remain all too indelible. The dark
gaze of Wayne, a virtual panopticonof judgement and retribution,
remains a force from which there is no escape, not even in the
margins.For Erdrich,even humoris a placebo. The raucousbehavior of Erdrichand her friends as they drive away, drunk,noisy, irreverent, is contrasted against Wayne's authoritativevoice and
demeanor,and his words, ringing in her ears, seem to justify further punishment.To resist is to resist redemption.
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Though Erdrichand her friends laugh at the screen, in the final
stanza, she acknowledges the difficulty in erasing Wayne's face
from her eyes and his voice from her head:
How canwe helpbutkeephearinghis voice,
the flip side of the soundtrack,stillplaying:
Comeon boys,wegot them
wherewe wantthem,drunk,running.
They'llgive us whatwe want,whatwe need.
Evenhis diseasewas the ideaof takingeverything.
Those cells, burning,doubling,splittingout of their
skins.(10)
The inability to unmake the image of Indians that Hollywood has
made becomes a problem Alexie also addresses in "My Heroes
Have Never Been Cowboys," a poem for which "Dear John
Wayne" is a likely source. In stanza six of this piece, a bodiless
and seemingly omnipresentvoice, also in italics, speaks to the audience in metaphorsof conquest: "Wintheir hearts and minds and
we win the war. Can you hear that song echo across history?"
(First Indian 102). The voice resonating in Alexie's head is the
same as that echoing in the ears of Erdrichand her friends, and it
keeps inscribing an ethos of domination and submission, arrival
and removal, imperialismand colonialism. There is literallyno deliverance from history, or, for that matter, from destiny. Both
Alexie and Erdrichseem to understandthat, like the past, the future has also been written.
The italicized passages throughoutunderscorethe dialogic trajectory in the poem, but the "we" in the final stanza makes us
wonder who, exactly, Erdrichis addressingand with whom she is
speaking. Even though the poem is a letter writtento John Wayne,
the curiouspronounusage in the next-to-the-lastline, ("his"as opposed to "your") suggests that the speaker is now addressing
someone else, perhapsher friends, her community on the reservation, perhaps herself. The dual signification is underscoredwhen
we rereadWayne's comments in the same stanza. They, too, seem
particularlypersonal, as though they are simultaneouslyspoken by
hundredsof white men from the past and future and are aimed directly at the group of Indians on the hood of the Pontiac. That
Wayne is an icon for a certaintype of American goes unsaid; thus,
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what he says on the large, white screen that expands into the sky
and into the wilderness is certainly more significant than mere
movie dialogue. His large pale face speaks for America, and Erdrich is profoundlydisturbedby what she hears.
This is not to say that the poem is anti-Anglo or even antitechnology;however, it is clear that for Erdrichand her friends,the
pervasive presence Wayne commands on the screen embodies the
equally pervasive entitlement his culture and the technology that
deifies him commanded both geographically and spiritually. No
ChippewacarriesWayne's culturalcurrencybecause no Chippewa
occupies the space of Wayne in contemporaryvisual culture.Even
when the drive-in screen is blank, Erdrich and her friends know
that it is very unlikely a movie about Chippewas will inhabit that
space. Thus, like Ortiz's Sand Creek, the screen becomes a negative site, a site where Indians return again and again to see
Apaches, Comanches,and Kiowas, killed, vilified, demonized, and
oppressed.
Erdrich understandsMcLuhan's other key message about the
technological age: the medium is the message. On a very basic
level, the fact that the projectorand screen exist at all is a silent
reminderof the power of the sleeping giant. The power that John
Wayne (and the entire Manifest Destinied sweep of the Western)
represents and wields is dizzying. As Goldstein notes, "[Wayne]
has taken from them not only their land but their self-respect,their
humanity"(204). Janice Gould (Maidu) agrees: "John Wayne, a
stand-infor American society, himself a 'great white father. .. not
only has cancer, a disease whose moral equivalentis greed, but all
that he stands for becomes a cancer in this poem as well" (804).
Erdrich'sact of engaged resistance displaces the voraciousness of
Wayne's and the Western's appetite for dominationwith a different kind of culturalrepresentation.It is the Anglo that is the savage, and it is Erdrich'sdialogue, not Wayne's, that creates identity
in the poem.
Of course, one cannot help but realize, as Erdrichmust, the discrepancybetween the power and universalityof Wayne's imagehis putative audience-and the audience of Erdrich'spoem. Which
carries the greaterculturalsignificance? The greatermass appeal?
The small audience that will read Erdrich'spoem is probably already awareof the culturalimperialismpropagatedand nostalgized
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by Wayne's hundredsof films. Still, the political impulse of the
poem effectively deconstructsthe public persona of Wayne and the
Western for, after reading the poem, it is not Wayne's voice we
hear in our heads, but Erdrich's.It is her words, her language that
alters contested spaces.

III
Audience, mass appeal, and cultural imperialism are favorite
topoi of Sherman Alexie, an enrolled Spokane/Coeur d'Alene.
From his characters'jabs at Westerns and Wayne in The Lone
Ranger and TontoFistfight in Heaven to a poem like "Reservation
Drive-In" (Summer), in which he situates Star Wars and Rocky
within the milieu of the reservation,Alexie has launcheda literary
interrogationof the moder media machinery. His humorous and
captivating poem "Owl Dancing with Fred Astaire," in which
Alexie imagines Astaire dancing at a powwow, is not his most politically charged poem, but it remains one of his most inventive.
The poem begins with the absurdjuxtaposition of traditionalNative dancing and Hollywood 40s dancing:"I met the Indianwoman
who asked Fred Astaire to dance. / He had politely refused her offer. / 'He was so charming,'she said, 'even when he rejectedme. /
But I kept wishing it was an owl dance"' (Summer78). The purpose of an owl dance is for a woman to ask a man to dance, an offer which he is not supposedto refuse; however, if he does refuse,
he must pay the woman any price she asks and explain to the
crowd why he has refused. Clearly, had Astaire been attendingan
owl dance when Alexie's speaker approachedhim, the power dynamic would have been slightly more complicated,but as it stands,
that scenario, like many others in Alexie's world, is merely hypothetical.
In section two of the poem, Alexie writes "There are Indian
men who have never been asked to owl dance / Alone in the powwow crowd, these men tap their feet lightly // along with the
drums. They sing softly under their breath./ Perhapsthey secretly
wish they were Fred Astaire" (79). At first, the image of Astaire
trying to acclimate to the unusual steps of Indian dance is humorous. Would he step forwardand backwardalong with the Indians?
Or would he leap, glide, and pirouette, exhibiting a dexterity and
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balance not requiredfor the owl dance? Is his motivation to show
up the Indians or to blend in with the community?Would he become part of the community of the dance, or would he showcase
his talents, as he does in his films? Perhapshis refusal of the Indian
woman's offer reveals an insecurityabout Owl Dancing but more
likely it suggests a lack of interest in blending Anglo and Native
rituals. But as Alexie muses in section four, perhaps not. Indeed,
he is as puzzled by what Astaire might be thinkingwhile dancing
amidst a powwow as non-Indiansare by the falsetto singing during
the owl dance.
However, Alexie's darkersubtext reveals yet anothertroubling
instance of culturalcolonization. For the Indian men never asked
to dance, the object of desire becomes the other, the Hollywood
icon. Alexie transformsAstaire into a symbol of what the Indian
men think that they lack, or, more precisely, what Hollywood and
television suggest they lack. Suddenly, the beloved and comfortable image of Fred Astaire gamboling across the screen becomes
fundamentallyinappropriate.We don't like thinking of him at an
owl dance. He belongs amidst other white people in suits and
dresses and tuxedos, not in the middle of a powwow. In fact, the
mere image seems an offense.
Like several of Alexie's other poems (in Summer) about the
media and media figures, such as "Going to the Movies with
Geronimo's Wife," "Reading Harvey Shapiro's Poetry While
Standingin Line to See Tom Hanks in Apollo 13," and "Tourists"
(in which he places James Dean, Janis Joplin, and MarilynMonroe
on the reservation),Alexie's text is a poem of contextualization,as
is Erdrich'spoem about John Wayne. On the screen, Wayne and
Astaire are at home. On the Chippewa reservationor at a Coeur
d'Alene powwow, their centrality becomes suspect. Drawing its
power from the ability of the readerto picture and comprehendthe
juxtapositions of class, privilege, and agency, Alexie's poem riffs
on that image throughintriguingtwists of languageand metaphor:
Inmy dream,FredAstairestumbles(yes, stumbles)
intothepowwowandis shockedby thenumberof Indians
who havesurvived
the smallpoxblankets,U.S. Cavalry,relocation,etc.
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He smilesbecause,well, he is a goodmanproneto smiling.
(I mustemphasize,however,thattherearealso badmen
who areproneto smiling.)FredAstaireloves the drums.
He is pleasantlysurprisedby the qualityof the singing.
Suchpitch!andtimbre!andrange!andprojection!
FredAstairetapshis foot.He is wearinga tuxedo.
He is the skinniestwhitemanin thehistoryof theworld.
Canyou see him?He is not all thathandsome
buthe lookslike a dancer.A greatdancer.
In all cultures,womenwill choosea homelygreatdancer
overa handsomenon-dancer.
FredAstaireis confident.
He waitsforthenextowl danceto begin.(Summer79-80)
When Alexie asks if we can see Astaire, he wants to know if we
can picturehim dancing among the Indians.We can. And he really
does look like the skinniest white man in the world. Telling is the
fact that Alexie dreams of a "stumbling" and "shocked" Fred
Astaire. There is no questionthat the danceris out of his element at
the powwow, but note how quickly Astaire's confidence builds. He
is happy, confident,sure.
The juxtapositions are striking. Alexie contrasts the affluence
and spectacle of the Hollywood films against the baseball-capwearing Indiansat the powwow, and while the Indiansare thinking
about the smallpox blankets and relocation, Fred Astaire is smiling. While the Indians remember the cavalry and the westerns,
Astaire forgets about the cavalry and revels in the drums. Further
differentiatinghim from his fellow dancers is the confidence with
which Alexie endows him. Why is it that a white man like Fred
Astaire, an outsider,can be so confident at an owl dance, when in
stanza two, there are Indian men, insecure, singing under their
breath at their own ritual? Indeed, so powerful is Astaire's celebrity for Alexie, and so magical is his on and off-screen image, that
even within a traditionalNative American dance, he would displace manyNatives.
Where Erdrich's poem plays on the kinds of roles that John
Wayne's characterperpetuallyrepresentedand the negative stereo-
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types his films engenderedabout Native Americans, Alexie seems
to bear no grudge against Astaire. However, it is this very distinction that makes Alexie's poem more complex and more troubling
than Erdrich'sbecause it deftly illustrateshow a benign media figure can supplantNative cultures simply as a result of his currency
in the dominant culture and in the dominant media. By all accounts, Fred Astaire has a lot more to smile about than the Indians
at the dance, and, as Alexie suggests, a lot more reason to skip
lightly across the floor than Indians in general. Eagerly awaiting
the next owl dance to begin, he knows that when that dance and
every dance after that one comes around,he will not be "alone in
the powwow crowd."Even more important,Alexie implies, is the
fact that, because of the power his on-screen persona affords him,
unlike his Native Americancounterparts,Fred Astaire can refuse a
woman's invitation to dance and still be charming.Of course, the
larger implication is that the starkjuxtaposition between Astaire
and the Indiansserves as a kind of metonym for the largercultural
and economic gap between whites and Indiansin the US. If Astaire
representsaffluence, culturalcapital, and entitlement,then the Indians in the poem represent all the American Indians unable to
gain access to these things. Every Indianis the woman denied access to Astaire at her own ritual, and every white person is Fred
Astaire in the owl dance that is America.
Fred Astaire is no John Wayne, so it is interestingthat Alexie
picks him as a figure for engaged resistance. While he does not
seem directly critical of Astaire, I believe he uses Astaire's refusal
to dance with the Native woman as a metaphorfor America's benign neglect of Native issues and concerns.Not very many Americans advocate removal or eradicationof Indians,a view embodied
by Wayne, but many simply refuse to acknowledge Native issues.
For Alexie, the visual translates into the political: the image of
Astaire turning down the woman, the image of him at the dance,
the image of him on the screen, white, rich, and oblivious, the image of Indianswatchinghim.
According to Jennifer Gillan, Alexie remains frustratedat his
inability to displace the images he has seen flickering across various screens throughouthis life, despite the fact that these very images have displacedhis notions of his own culture:"Trappedin the
'reservationof his mind,' [Alexie] always experiences himself and
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his culturemediatedthroughthese television images. Throughthis
mediation he has learned to see himself as an actor in an elaborately scripteddrama,'the same old story whispered on the television in every HUD house on the reservation"'(97). Gillan is on the
mark here, for Alexie sees the dissemination of 400 years of
American history as a selective cinematic adaptation,a television
movie of actual events. In "My Heroes Have Never Been Cowboys," Alexie claims that "in 1492, every Indian instantlybecame
an extra in the GreatAmericanWestern"(First Indian 102), an observationthat says as much aboutIndiansas it does aboutanglos.
It comes as no surprise,then, that even at the owl dance, an anglo gets top billing, a patternthat seems to be in constantrerunin
the network of Alexie's mind. Wayne, Astaire, James Dean,
Marilyn Monroe: these figures were forced upon him and Erdrich
as role models, as icons, symbols of otherness. Still, because they
were ubiquitous and larger than life, and because there were few
other options, one had no choice but to insert them into the landscape of one's imagined country.It is in that countryof reality and
imaginationthat Alexie and his charactersexperience the anxiety
of simultaneouslydesiring the dreamAmerican movies and television offer and rejecting its scriptedversion of what American life
and culturemust be and do. Gillan goes on to argue that the "Spokane charactersin Alexie's poems must struggle to articulatethe
complexities of their circumstancesas they confront legal, educational, and cinematic systems that attempt to define their experience for them"(103). If that is the case, which I think it is, then the
project of Alexie's charactersis the same as his, despite its apparent futility as expressed in the final lines of "My Heroes Have
Never Been Cowboys":"Arthur,I have no words that can save our
lives, no words approachingforgiveness, no words flashed across
the screen at the reservationdrive-in, no words promising either of
us top billing. Extras,Arthur,we're all extras"(First Indian 104).

IV
Perhapsbecause she is dealing with television and not films, or
perhapsbecause she focuses on a theory or a more obvious fiction
than "the West," Wendy Rose, whose tribal affiliations are Hopi
and Miwok, departsfrom Erdrichand Alexie in terms of her reac-
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tion to a popularmedia invention. In "Holodeck,"Rose transforms
the holodeck of TV's Star Trek: The Next Generationinto a metaphor for the ideal poetic space. On the holodeck, dream and desire
become manifest. The person who enters or programsthe holodeck
functions as a sort of god in that he or she orders the world and
one's reality in it; however, Rose's desire is not to make others
(whites, for instance) do as she pleases. Her programfor the holodeck is essentially poetic; she simply wants people "to sit and listen. / The miracle is that they do" (Bone Game 101). For Rose, the
futuristicStar Trekoffers a source of communitybecause she can
create a space in the holodeck entirely of her own making. At first
glance, this poem seems an affirmation of language and of the
power of the imagination(a la Wallace Stevens); however, a closer
reading suggests something more disturbing:that desire for a culturally cohesive audience (to invoke Bierhorst) can only find its
manifestation in the 22nd century on a big white spaceship. It
would appear that her yearning for self-fulfillment and selfpositioning necessitate turningto science fiction as opposed to reality-but then again, isn't this what television tells us to do all the
time?
Rose's poem remains the most indeterminateof the poems under study here because she eagerly locates a site of community,exchange, healing, and holism within a futuristictechnological space,
as opposed to a more tribal, pre-Columbian,pre-Anglo space, as
one might expect. Not only does she refrainfrom criticizingtelevision, she actually apologizes for appropriatingthe concept of the
holodeck from Star Trek.In what remains the most thoroughreading of Rose's poetics to date, Karen Tongson-McCall argues that
because Rose refuses the binary discourse of Same vs. Other, she
perpetuallynavigates within the world of the liminal. Though she
does not offer a reading of "Holodeck"in her article, her mapping
of Rose's topoi helps distinguish her work from Erdrich's and
Alexie's:
EmmanuelLevinasex[Rose] achieves what the poststructuralist
the
utmost
desire
for:
"a
pressed
sociality of linguisticexchange
allows
the
self
to
to
[which]
open up the otherwithoutassimilating
the other. .. ." In other words, it is a dialogue that frees the self from

the entrapment
of the "doublebind,"one thatdefiesa tendencyto define the self in relationto somethingelse. (7)
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Throughthe gesture of hybridization,Rose is able to graft her vision of a Native ethos onto an invention so advanced that it only
exists through highly imagined media. Where Alexie perpetually
defines himself against the backdrop of the pervasive media
screens, Rose carves out a niche for herself, her poetry, and her increasinglyhybridizedcultureamong the same screens.
Furthermore,"Holodeck,"which is indicative of many of her
poems, turns on the locus of difference without marginalization.
Interestingly,Rose merely literalizes what both Erdrichand Alexie
desire for their poems: an idealized space in which an audience of
Anglos will listen and change and Natives will listen and respond.
Just as Erdrichand Alexie use the confluence of visual and Native
culture as a public holodeck to enact change, so does Rose turn to
the holodeck to create a space of exchange and interaction.The result is a provocativecyborg of a lyric that serves as a metaphorfor
largernotions of personaland culturalconnections.
Additionally,Tongson-McCall'sclaim that Rose's poetry defies
"a tendency to define the self in relation to something else" calls
much of Alexie's work into question. Gillan's primaryassertion is
thatAlexie cannot, for even a moment, conceive of the self without
television or movies interceding,forcing him to engender his own
type of hybridized discourse in which he both incorporates and
manipulates popular culture. In "Holodeck," Rose opens up to
technology to invention, even to the contingency of technology
without assimilatingit, and, most importantly,without it assimilating her. Because of the text's inward trajectoryand its internal
landscape, her text remains the most traditionallylyric of the poems under examination.The space the poem inhabits is the space
markedby the self. Where Erdrichand Alexie project their visionary gaze outward,Rose looks within. But even this gesture serves
an importantrole in re-presentingNative identitybecause it locates
the self as part of a community. For Rose, as for Simon Ortiz, to
speak with oneself is to speak to one's people. Ortiz claims that
"Indianpeople are the ones my words are intended for. That is
partlybecause I am an Indianperson and it's like I'm speaking to
myself. I'm speaking with myself. Language is an importantact
which has to do with a reaffirmationof self' (Bruchac225).
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Because "Holodeck"has feet in both public and privaterealms,
Rose's act of engaged resistanceworks on two levels. Personally,
her work defies mainstreamstereotypingthat limits individualNative expression to reductive "Native American" discourses like
shamanism, ecology, mysticism, and environmentalism. Rather
than alteringher voice to fit that of the culturethat produces Star
Trek, she forces Star Trek to collaborate with her voice; yet she
does not subsume or appropriateAnglo expression. On a public
level, she circumscribestribal sovereignty through an articulation
of difference that places her within both popular culture and
Hopi/Miwok culture. In short, she creates dialogue based not on
the benign imperialism of Star Fleet or the Enterprisebut on dialogue that opens up to interactionand community. Where Wayne
works as a symbol of destructionfor Erdrichand Astaire as a symbol of neglect for Alexie, the holodeck becomes a symbol of sovereignty for Rose. It is the place without Anglo interferencewhere
Indiansmake decisions for Indians.It is the Ghost Dance realized.
Despite contrastinginterpretationsof visual media, these texts
are ultimately linked by their origins: all arise out of absence.
Rose's poem takes as its point of departurean absence without, so
she retreatsinto the presence within: "I go into my head / private
holodeck / so easy / like breathing"(101). Missing is dialogue, audience. She longs for voices "thatbeg [her] not to die" (101) so she
embracesthe metaphorof the holodeck and its eager, invented audience in orderto subvertmonologue and engage in dialogue. The
desire for telling and listening is so great that the story ultimately
invents a site for its own making.
But who tells the story, and what story is finally being told?
This is the question Erdrich addresses in "Dear John Wayne."
Like Rose, Erdrich'spoem responds not only to a personal but a
cultural absence. When Erdrich imagines Wayne speaking the
lines, "Everythingwe see belongs to us" (12), it marksan imperialist desire not only to possess everythingin sight but literallyto take
it away from the Indians. Thus, Erdrich'spoem arises out of the
space her desire creates, a desire for a culturalpresence as captivating and as pervasive as Wayne's. Wayne's physical dominationof
the movie screen serves as a hauntingmetaphorfor the geographic
and cultural domination of the white man's push westward-a
dominationthat Wayne and the entire genre of Westerns embodies
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for nearly half a century.Erdrich'sresponse, a letter, is also an elegy not so much to the deceased Wayne but to deceased dreams
and stories that Wayne's celebrity signals. Perhaps her choice of
media, the letter, an outdatedand perhapsdying technology serves
as yet anothermetaphorfor an outdated and dying perspective of
which Wayne is representative.Conversely, Rose's choice of media, the highly technologized futuristic holodeck, may represent
what she hopes is the perspective of the future:dialogue, transformation, sovereignty.
Alexie's darkly comic poem(s) fall somewhere between Erdrich's and Rose's. His are less earnest, more ironic. Perhapsbecause he is considerablyyounger than both Rose and Erdrich,his
reading of the textuality of contemporarymedia is more postmodem; hence his sense of play. He is also a more overtly political
writer than either Erdrich or Rose, and he understandsthat like
Wayne and Astaire, he can rewrite the text that is the modem media. He has said elsewhere that only one percent of Indians have
read N. Scott Momaday's Pulitzer-prize winning novel, House
Made of Dawn, but that ninety-nine percent of Indians have seen
the film Powwow Highway. For Alexie, movies and television are
the new oral tradition;they are the new performative language.
Because more people see them, more people interact with them;
movies enact the kind of transformationtoday that was reserved
for power songs a hundredyears ago. Perhapsmore than any other
Native writer, Alexie is aware of the power of the media. He understandsit is the new battlefield. Alexie's sophisticatedinteralization of films and television in these poems reveals the critical
and culturalvision thatwould eventuallypush him to turnthe written narrativesof The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven
into the visual narrativeSmoke Signals. He knows how screens of
culture and history can be manipulated.In this sense, his vision of
a spliced celluloid and self seems in concert with Rose's. Ultimately, for Alexie, and, to a certain degree, for Rose and Erdrich,
movies and films-and the engagementbetween them and the lyric
project-are gestures of possibility, for reinventing the enemy's
visual language.
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Laguna writer and scholar Paula Gunn Allen argues that true
culturalcolonization takes place within what Alexie calls "the reservationof the mind." For her, the real battles are contendedin the
psyche: "the wars of imperial conquest have not been solely or
even mostly waged over the land and its resources, but they have
been fought within the bodies, minds, and hearts of the people of
the earth for dominion over them" (Allen 214). As I have tried to
demonstrate,these poems address and counter media attemptsto
win the hearts and minds of American Indians. The poems problematize the tension between the lyric space and the space of television and movies in provocativeways because while engaging the
media and the culture that creates the media, Erdrich,Alexie, and
Rose resist being defined by the media. In each instance, a Native
Americanmale and two Native Americanwomen poets affix their
personal and poetic gazes on two different screens, two of most
powerful forms of modem technology, and, in turn, project them
onto anotherscreen,the blankpage.
Perhapsbecause they presume that inhabitingthe visual screen
to the degree of Wayne and Astaire is impossible, these writers
work within the space of the linguistic screen.2 As a young girl,
sitting in the drive in, Erdrichintuitsthat Wayne and everythinghe
representscan't help but reinforce the sense of cultural loss that
Erdrichmust alreadyfeel as an Indianfemale, watching a Western.
Rose understandsthis loss: "when I am lost / to forces so great/ so
out of control / it is not just loss / but tribunal"(Bone Game 101).
Similarly, Alexie suggests that merely by imagining Astaire as an
owl dancing model, an element of culturalconnectivity is absent.
The poets intuit the power of myth-making,and Erdrichparticularly laments the mythology of the movie and the stereotypingand
victimizationdecades of films have galvanized into doctrine.Their
texts counterthat canonization.They counter it by remindingtheir
readersof the power of speaking,of bearingwitness to both Anglo
and Native cultures,for as Joy Harjoasserts, "to speak, at whatever
the cost, is to become empowered ratherthan victimized by destruction"(Harjo22). But writing and speaking do more than bear
witness; they transformthe means by which power is implemented.
Harjo continues: "These colonizers' languages, which often
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usurped our own tribal languages or diminished them, now hand
back emblems of our cultures, our own designs. . . . We've transformed these enemy languages"(22). To confront the enemy is to
remakeand reinventhistory.
Ultimately, these poems function as tropes of agency and contingency, for in the final scene, they empower Natives and Native
culture because each writer uniquely envisions alternativemodes
of being that do not define Indiansin relationto Anglos but establish Natives as independentand interdependentcommunities. By
viewing their poems as positive engagementswith an increasingly
complex cultural matrix, we not only broaden our conception of
Native discourse,we also cultivate a more inclusive vision of resistance.3 In Resistance Literature,BarbaraHarlow claims that "the
role of poetry in the liberationstrugglehas thus been a crucial one,
both as a force for mobilizing a collective response to occupation
and domination and as a repositoryfor popular memory and consciousness" (Harlow 34).4 These poems, these actions, these engaged resistances serve as importantmarkers for cultural sovereignty because they are concurrently sites of struggle against a
dominantdiscourse and sites of inclusion and demarcation.As cultural texts they mobilize Native responses and they preserve and
sustain how individuals within a culture respond to domination.
Like the Ghost Dance, these poems are important,viable weapons
on the increasinglycomplex battlefieldof contemporaryvisual culture. And while their aims may not be as absolute as those of the
Ghost Dance, they arejust as eminent, for ratherthan occluding or
erasing one culture or another, the poems perform the most miraculous feat of all by fulfilling Edward Hirsch's mission for the
lyric: they bringus into the rightrelationshipto each other.
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Notes
1. For a close readingof the significance of Wayne's body in film, see Thomas.
2. Gillan adroitly picks up on the power of the blank screen in her reading of
Alexie. Referringto the final line of the "Star Wars"segment of "Reservation
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Drive-In," in which "Indianboys cheer, rise up, and fall out of car windows,
honk horns, flash headlights, all half-anger,until the movie ends and leaves us
with the white noise of an empty screen,"(FI 17) she writes:
Although Alexie's characterscan reject the film's assumed spectatorposition and refuse to cheer for Skywalker,they will pay the price for this rejection. When the movie ends, they discover that the white noise of the empty
screen is scarierthanthe barrageof sound and light thatpreceded it. (102)
3. My own image for this study is also a form (althougharchaic) of visual culture: a triptych.I envision "DearJohn Wayne"on the left panel, "Holodeck"on
the right, and Alexie's collage of poems in the middle screen, a kind of Janusfaced text gazing to each side. Each panel representsa unique but complementary form of engaged resistance, and, as viewers, we are both drawn in by the
texts but unableto fully inhabitthem. But then the figures on the panels begin to
move, and it's clear the triptych is not wood but a giant monitor, on which a
documentaryof Americanhistoryunfolds, in real time, edited for content.
4. While Harlow's study focuses on Third World literature,primarilyin Latin
America and the Middle East, her claims for resistance poetry can extend to
AmericanIndiantexts.
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